
ANNA AND MANDI VAKILI’S
NEW LINE WITH SELECT

“It gives us so much joy and enthusiasm to announce the
launch of our edit with Select Fashion. With cool casual styles
that can be dressed up or down

Streetwear inspired, sultry, urban glam and comfort, Mandi
and Anna Vakili’s exclusive collection with Select Fashion.

We are super excited and proud to be announcing our
collaboration with the Vakili sisters. The collection consists of
must-have garments, timeless silhouettes, and amazing
quality fits with the perfect combination of textures, colours
and prints.

The Vakili sisters teamed up with Select to create a head
turning 56-piece range, embodying both the sister’s style and
vision, centring on eye-catching A/W 2020 wardrobe staples.
From ruched detailing, luxe faux fur and statement PU fabrics,
to ensuring maximum comfort with chic loungewear sets, and
novelty knits.

The Vakili sisters felt passionate about making the line a
mixture of street style, sultriness, urban glam and comfort,
with the added importance of flattering all body types.

On coming up with the collection the Vakili sisters said:

“It gives us so much joy and enthusiasm to announce the
launch of our edit with Select Fashion. With cool casual styles
that can be dressed up or down, get ready to stand out in our
Vakili inspired select pieces”

CEO of Select Fashion Cafer Mahiroglu commented, “Select
Fashion are so excited to share our new collaboration with the
Vakili sisters. The Select x Vakili Sisters edit will be easily
accessible for our customers online, and their collection will
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be pulled together in our stores too. We cannot wait to show
you one of our biggest collabs in Select’s history, stay tuned.”

Ready for a closer look? Shop the Select x Vakili Sisters
collection from 16th December in selected stores and online
at and trend-led high-street retailer Select Fashion offers a
range of womenswear covering dresses, separates,
accessories, and a vast range of affordable footwear aimed at
both girls and women. Incorporating elegant and timeless
styles with new designs added each week.

For any samples or high-res images
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